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Iacobucci HF, world leader in aero technology appliances, introduces its two innovative built‐in
systems for luxury yachts during the 34th Festival de la Plaisance in Cannes.
Building on its engineering aerospace know‐how, quality craftsmanship and proprietary technologies,
Iacobucci HF Group, the worldwide leader in manufacturing espresso machines and hi‐tech appliances
for most exclusive airlines and business jets, presents two new built‐in systems specifically designed and
crafted for the luxury yacht market: the I|System, a revolutionary espresso machine and the W|System,
a built‐in trash compactor. Two innovative systems in very compact dimensions, designed to provide top
class
quality
and
functionality
on
board
the
most
sophisticated
yachts.
The Iacobucci HF I|System is a compact built‐in espresso machine created to offer the best coffee
experience on board yacht, it perfectly balances performance and functionality with an intuitive design
to guarantee a comfortable use. The essential dimensions, a width of only 15 cm , and the inner water
tank guarantee a comfortable installation of I|System everywhere, as a matter of fact it can be easily
integrated in the kitchen or in any cabin of the yacht. Made to match individual preferences and tastes
I|System could work with any paper coffee pods brand offering a variety of profiles and aromas
categorised by cup size and level of intensity. The linear and modern design of I|System confirms the
product background concept: elegant, simple to use and careful about details. The use of the original
aeronautically certified heat‐exchanging system guarantees the ideal temperature and pressure control
in any condition.
Once again this edition confirms the attention paid by W|System, the smallest waste compacting
machine which can be easily installed on board yacht, to the “green attitude”. The W|System is the first
built‐in waste compacting system designed to optimize the use of space on board, reducing the volumes
of extra waste and keeping it stored safely and tidily. Applying the most advanced aeronautical
technologies, the W|System combines two tons of compacting force with low‐level power consumption.
The electro‐mechanical principle of action and the use of specific water‐proof carton boxes, enable the
W|System to compact paper, plastic, aluminium, glass and even champagne bottles in a safe and
hygienic box reducing their volume of the 80% . Perfectly in line with an eco‐sustainable philosophy the
boxes are made of 100% recyclable material and could be predisposed for a differentiated collecting of
waste, contributing to environmental protection.
Both IACOBUCCI HF products, will be installed on board Canados yachts and displayed at Canados booth
during the 34th Festival de la Plaisance de Cannes, 6‐11 September.
I|System 148 mm X 300 mm X 320 mm
W|System 302 mm X 635 mm X 499.5 mm
The IACOBUCCI HF is a Group with a sound experience in development, production, certification and maintenance
of coffee machines, induction ovens and trash compactors and trolleys for the international aviation market.
The Group serves and supplies the main airlines companies in the world and the most prestigious business jet
manufacturers such as Emirates, Singapore Airlines, Lufthansa, AirFrance, Continental Airlines, Cathay Pacific
Airways and the premier aircraft builders, Airbus and Boeing. IACOBUCCI HF products have been installed on board
of the most elegant private jets (Bombardier, Gulfstream, Dassault, Cesna, Embraier, ecc), presidential and royal
fleet including the American President one. In 2005, IACOBUCCI HF Electronics S.p.A. signed a strategic partnership
with Nespresso brand, part of the Nestlè Group and as a result the company developed a patented kit dedicated to
the exclusive use of the new Nespresso Grand Cru, which guarantees the quality of the real espresso taste on board
airplanes. Today the Group is bringing its unique know‐how and expertise into the world of luxury yacht with two
innovative systems specifically designed to be installed on board.
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